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Send a free email: steps 

 
Labels / Buttons - Original copy: 
 

Labels  Buttons  Notes / Considerations 

Create  n/a  No button visible at this step. Unless you consider "Create 
a campaign" on previous screen: 

https://campmon.com/jira/browse/CM-39128
https://campaignmonitor.invisionapp.com/share/KXO12XW7A9J#/screens/319419692


 

Build  Edit content  "Build" conflicts with "Edit content". Feels too intense, like 
you might have to code a template..  
 
If no template selected, goes to "Choose a starting point" page. If 
template selected, opens it in email builder. 

Define the recipients  Add subscribers  "Define the recipients" matches UI page title. A little jarring 
to switch from recipients to subscribers.  

Send   Schedule the delivery  "Send" vs. "Schedule" - two different actions, adds 
ambiguity.  

 
Labels / Buttons - Revision 1: 
 

Labels  Buttons  Notes / Considerations 

Create  n/a   

Design  Edit content  "Design" is more appealing than "Build".  

Add recipients  Add up to 5 emails  "Add recipients" is more conversational than "Define the 
recipients". It's also better than "subscribers" because, 
at this stage, the email addresses are probably your own 
+ 2-3 workmates.  

Send   Schedule the delivery  Same problem here. The button forces us to write two 
conflicting actions: "Send" vs. "Schedule"  

 

@Dan — Is it possible to make the words for each step more obviously clickable so we can get rid of the 
buttons? Button + step title forces us to use two terms to say the same thing: "recipients" and 
"subscribers", "send" and "schedule". Which is potentially confusing.   
 
See table below for copy designed for step title only. 

 
 
 
 
 



Labels only - Take 1: 
 

Labels  Notes / Considerations 

Create a campaign  Matches UI copy, sort of. Button label is actually: Create a new campaign 
 
Side note: Button label should be Create a campaign. "New" is a given. 

Design the email   The email builder should make people feel like designers. Switching from 
"campaign" to "email" is not ideal, but that's a much bigger problem to fix, 
app-wide. Side note: we also call them "email campaigns" in the docs. 

Add recipients  As noted above, "recipients" better than "subscribers" because this is just a 
test email. 

Schedule delivery  Covers sending, and hints at send options. Matches button label in UI 

 

Card headings and subheadings 
Create card 

 
 
: Original copy : 

Send a free email, to up to 5 people 
Unlock your first campaign report and see who has received, opened and clicked your email, and 
much more. 
 

Thought process:  
● Probably don't need to say "free email" because the restriction of 5 recipients implies that. 
● "See who has received" etc. doesn't make sense in this scenario. Recipients are most likely you 

and some colleagues.  



● The phrase "and much more" is commonly used when there actually isn't much more. We're 
better off highlighting a cool or unique feature of our reports. (Example: "Experience our world 
famous worldview report") 

● The switch from "email" in the title, to "campaign" on the button kind of sends mixed messages. 
But the app is already rife with these terms being used interchangeably. Future note: We should 
really find the time to test if this causes confusion.  

 
: Revised copy :  

Send a free email to view your first report 
Explore our campaign report features by sending a test email to up to 5 people. 
 

Build card 

 
 
: Original copy : 

Send a free email, to up to 5 people 
Nice work starting your campaign! Why don't you move things along and continue working on the 
email content? 
 
: Revised copy : 

Send a free email to view your first report 
Nice work, you're just a few steps away from unlocking the reporting features.  
 

https://www.campaignmonitor.com/worldview/demo/


Recipients card 

 
 
: Original copy : 

Send your first email, to up to 5 people 
Your email content is looking good! Who are you going to send it to? 
 
: Revised copy : 

Send a free email to view your first report 
Got some content ready to test? Now add a few email addresses to send to. 
 

Send card 

: Original copy : 

Send a free email to view your first report 
You're almost there! Are you ready to unlock your first campaign report? 
 
: Revised copy : 

Send a free email to view your first report 
Looks like you're ready to see some campaign activity. 
 


